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About This Game

What if fighter-pilot movies had a love child with alien invasion blockbusters from the ’90s? You’d no doubt get Final Strike, an
edge-of-your-seat F-16 jet fighter simulator that puts you against an airborne invasion of alien invaders. Relive your favorite

moments from your favorite end-of-the-world style blockbuster film as you pilot your very own military-grade death machine to
eradicate the earth of the alien presence. A fully orchestrated custom soundtrack by legendary game composer Sean Beeson

brings the cinematic story to life, making you truly feel like your in the scene of your favorite alien invasion movies.

Challenge yourself through massive aerial dogfights with the alien enemy. Fight either by yourself will partner team AI. For
those brave enough to join the battle with the HTC Vive or Oculus Rift, a complete VR version of the game will put you

directly in the action as you experience firsthand mission control where you receive your mission briefing and train to destroy
the enemy. Complete VR immersion can be experienced with in-game VR menus, HUDS, and fully immersive 3D cockpits

with working controls and gauges.
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Title: Final Strike
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Ghost Machine
Publisher:
Ghost Machine
Release Date: 23 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP , Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8 (32 or 64 bit versions, optimized for 64 bit and multicore processors )

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT and higher ; ATI radeon HD 3850 and higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB HD space MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse & keyboard, Microsoft Xbox 360® Controller for Windows® or equivalent, Logitech Rumblepad 2
USB, Logitech Dual Action. Supported Flighsticks (Thrustmaster: T.Flight Hotas X,T.16000M, T.Flight Stick X, Speedlink
SL-6640 Black Widow Flightstick, Hori Flightstick EX2, Saitek Aviator for Xbox 360)
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i have a very high tolerance for vr. but this game made me sick and sweating. not sure if its the fps or what but it was horrible.
the videos make this game look like intense dogfights but it was acutally quite boring. my 11yr old even couldnt stand it. the
concept is cool. i enjoy some seated expeirences. not all vr has to be room scale. maybe down the road the dev will get this game
looking better and playing better. maybe tweak the controls a bit. the thumb stick that rolls felt like it was on the wong control
stick. was very discomforting.. This "game" is an affront to both game design and art. If you take your time reading through it
all and "taking in the sights" you're looking at around 90 minutes of sub-par, plot-hole ridden writing per character, of which
there are too many.

In those 90 minutes you'll have a handful of choices, most of which have little to no lasting effect. This game could have been
made as a Powerpoint Slideshow. All the dialogue is in desperate need of an editorial by someone whose frontal lobe has not
been removed or pierced in some way. The audio is grating, repetetive and generic.

The artwork is sparse and lacking, showing only a fleeting hint of investment when there's an attempt at illustrating sexy poses,
all of which also fall flat on their face. Basic concepts of anatomy are thin, and vary wildly between poses/scenes. All the
characters pretty much look the same, switch a hairdo around and you're without hope trying to identify a given person. (Unless
you can see the chest area, their other lone distinguishing feature) Most textures look to be taken from a simple Google Image
search. All the grass is made using the Photoshop Grass Tool.

However, a few of the jokes hit home and Dan is the sexiest creature on this planet. 10/10 must own. This Christmas' "Elmo
doll" so to speak.. It was a good time pass....
Try it if it is cheap and you like point and click games :). This game is a neat concept, but immediately upon playing it feels like
the levels or the mechanics were never play tested widely enough. Even the tutorial makes it obvious the scroll speed is
marginally too fast and you get run off the level very easily. Only being able to shoot OR fly is also pretty bad when combined
with the previous issue, as you often can't gain enough momentum to get through gaps. Part of it is probably an aspect of 'git
gud' but the game and mechanics don't make me care enough to do that.

Downwell does the mechanic better and is a much nicer and rewarding game experience, so I would go with that game instead..
This is one of the classic FNaF fangames on Steam, which makes it way better since everyone loves FNaF. Apart, the game is
very well done and deserve 5 stars.. simple puzzle, cheap. MOVIE THEORY TIME
jon ♥♥♥♥s Daenerys some more cuz it's normal for Targaryens, and then the night king comes and takes winterfell, but Jon n
Daenerys n Arya n Sansa escape to kings landing and then Arya just kills cersei cuz weve run out of ideas, and then Arya says
wheres Bran? no one answers and then BRAN WAKES UP HAHAHAHAAHAHA
♥♥♥♥ you Mr. Folta.. really good, music is epic, i dont even like jazz. highly recommend. Building and improving on Age of
Wonders, Shadow Magic contains a lot of the same 4X gameplay with some of the irritating kinks of the original Age of
Wonders ironed out. I was a little disappointed that, unlike the original, there is no "evil" campaign, but the gameplay is solid
and even improved. I'd say you might even want to skip the original and go straight to this one.. very cool indie racing game.
endless runner car game. I liked much. Good controls, nice cars, car payment system, lot of different gamemodes, ok graphics.
Definitely worth of price
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As a big fan of both the books and show, I love this game. There is a consequence to every action in the game, and it turned out
to be more of a challenge with endless options.. abrams is best tank. I played this back when it was beta invite only on indie
royale and desura. I had enjoyed it greatly then and still enjoy it here. Now while i find it slightly disheartening that i have to
start back at square one instead of where i was before it was on steam, I quickly got over it since it just means i get to enjoy the
ride all over again.

The new addittions in this version include: A research lab level that lets you test drive the various weapons and upgrades as you
unlock them. The survival levels being moved to their own area instead of needing to be found in other levels. a few extra levels.
And few new and/or reworked weapons.

There appears to be room for new content as well as the possibility of random cosmetics and the challenge levels add an extra
spice to the mix. The devs are also responsive and listen to the community, quick to sqwash bugs or make balance changes as
able.

I would definitely give this Game a Recommendation, especially since it is upto 4 players co-op.. 10/10 cant believe this is an
early access game!

Graphics- Top notch! Great animation, great lighting!

Sound - Very cool stuff. Not the usual tweaked out pig noises. Clashes and bashes are very convincing!

Gameplay - Lots of games modes! All of them you can play online!. A really cool game if you like designing your own ships
and fighting with em...
Also the 3d is awsome.. Enjoyable game, very hard. Just don't expect much accuracy in it.....you get tanks in the initial German
invasion of Belgium....................................in 1914.. Although there are multiple characters to play as, no true "metroid
progression" style, and for the most part optional upgrades it still feels like it has a lot of backtracking when you realise you
need more potions to keep up your health, or upgrades to do more damage. I still think that overall it's great, other than the
familiars which require you to move the mouse to move the familiar, as well as control the character.. Pretty Cool Game And
Pretty Hard To Pass Some Levels But Its Pretty Awsome ''Pretty''/10
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